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#1. When a ttery is connected o a ci :rcui t and a current 
flows through the circuit , it is ordinarily said that 

current the sitive terminal o:f t 
batte through the ci to the negative terminal. The 
early exper ers electricity assumed that the cur-

rent was a of positive electricity from the positive 
terminal of t. battery thr ough t.he ciroui t to t'he nega-
1;ive t.erminal, It i now b elieved tha·t the current is a 
flew tive charges of e lectricity in the opposite 
dil'ection around he c ir cuit . More e:x:act ly . the flow of 

consist:3 in the motion extremely small charges 
ive electricity, called electrons. and the action 

battery voltage is to drive these electrons around 
circuit. 1:1 rons are prasent in very great numl:>ers 

all meta :'l:'di:narily move around inside the 
metal in a haphazard man::.1er. bumping into the atoms of 

metaL, Whe:n. battery voltage is applied. the elec-
trons are d to take up a genera 1 motion around the 
circuit addition to t ir haphazard motion. This drift 
of e lectrons around circt:.it constitutes the current 
flow. 

#2. Show by sketch and explain electron e�mission from a heat
ed meta 1. (Filament). 

;f2. a , is heated to s temp-
erature remely high vacuum. electrons are emitted 
from its oe. Each electron is emitted with what is 
called an initial velocity, which is dependent upon the 
temperature of t heated metal. lt should be noted that 
t emission of electrons is an effect caused by the 
temperature of t metal and not by the current that is 
pass�d through "c.he metal to heat it,. r::he emitted electrons 
do :not all ha ve the same initial ve loc ity . Some electrons 
acquire just enough velocity to break through the surface 
others are to travel a ::; lightly g:re e:r distance and 
only one in a billion perha p� can travel any considerable 
dista:nce from the surface. The average velocity of the 
emitted electro:ns is very gh - ms miles p er secon d  -

the effect is almost negligible on account o:f the verJ 
high rge associated with the very small r�ss of each 
electron. '¥lumber of e lectrons emitted from a given 
filament a high vacuum depends greatly U).'JOD t nature 
of the fi erial, the condition f its surface 

. a unon its temnera ture. The effect of the electron 
metal is as follows: Each electron 

fi rs the mer:t more posi-
ro�1 ive �::harge on the filament is equal an d 

site to t, t cha rges on the emitted electro! 
::�o that 110 r.�Jatt;er to t stance given electron may 
travel 11 finally pulled ck into the filament., 

tiiagTam a straight :filament rnade of 
tun�stP.•"� in a highly evacuated g ss container., suppose 
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ANSWER • tont d. 

b to a � re. The 
ill traYel to va 

small dot i t 
t rr�jority of electrons 

ce of filament. cloud 
is pra lea lly sts.ti onary as a ing eun-
stantly re:nt:nl'led by �:; ctrc.es :t? lament 
to c,e o it. The 
cloud r distance 
from the filarne�::.t. ca1u�e only a very few electrons are 
emitted th an initial velocity sufficient to carry them 
to the glass wall of t container. To sum : The purpoe4! 
of heated f i la ment ii?' to :render available great num-

!'t? of electrons by keepi:ng them in a free oondi tion in 
its immediate vicinity. 

1�; "  I + 

��UESTION #3. Explain how :filaments are constructed; metals most ex-. 
tensively used in their construction; and make of tube in 
which each are used. 

ANS'N}�R 

:,UESTI 

ANSWER 

#3. The General Electric tubes have filament of thoriated 
tungsten. As the filament i s  drawn out into a fine thread 
the thorium is added, together with a small percentage of 
carbon. About 1% of thorium is added. Thorium is one of 
the basic metals. It is easy to recognize s. tulJe. the 
filament of which has a sm.all amount of thorium added to 
the tungsten, .A tur:�gsteu filame glows with a brilliant 
dazzle. while the thoriated tungsten glows with a dull 
yellow color. 

The Western .illlectric tubes have platinum nickle filament 
supports, upon v�hich are pasted oxides of strontium or 
b&rium, Up until recently the WE tubes emitted less elec
trons than the GE on ace ur..t of filament construction but 
the latest ormation states that their tubes will emit 
more electrons with less curre:n .. t than the GE, which makes 
it the �ore efficient tube. 

• 

#4. Give advantages and disadvantages of each. 

#4. The GE tubes have the advantage that they may be rejuven
ated and the disadvantage that they require more current 
·to operate • while the WE tubes have the advantage of 
using less current but the a.isadvs.ntage non-re juvenat;io�,, 
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:UESTION #5\ Name two metals used in the construction of plates • 

ANSWER 

�UESTI 

A!ISWER 

.. Tungsten is used in the construction of plates because 
of the great amount of heat it will di s s ipate and be-

lL6 
'r • 

• 

, ::tee of 1 ts high fusing point. which is 38'70 o Centigrade 
Altho most commercial tubes use molybdenum in plate 
construction� even tho it has a lower fusing point of 
1450° Centigrade • on accoun.t of its mechanical p erfection 

a simple circuit n 3'1 or half wave and full wave 
rectification. Ex:r .; ,. h. 

Ac J •. £fD s. 

(7J.Aif: IRA/'IS. 
+ 

J>.c. 

L------:f'ti-. Tli'AnJS. 

Eecl:n1se. a v:scculL'; , electrons are em itted from 
the hot filament only, vacuum s are widely used ns 
rectifiers.. In the accompanying aiagram, the filament 
is heated lJy an a lte:;."'Ua t :i.:ng current supplied by the 
alternator. The filament is thus alternately positively 
and negatively charged. When it is negatively charged it 
will throw off electrons. At this instant the cold plate 
will be positive and will attract these :negative electron 
which will flow through the space in the tube to the cold 
plate through any appliance which may be place d in the 
c ircuit and then back to the generator and the hot fila
ment. But at the next instant, usually l/120 of a second 
later, the hot filament is charged positively and the 
cold plate at this star'.t is negative. But the plate 
being cold •3mi ts no electrons so :no current passes from 
the plate to the filamer�t even though the voltage between 
them is in the proper direction to cause electrons to 
flow from the cold plate to the hot filament if any elec
trons :ere emitted from t,he cold plate. Thus an alternat
ing current is taken from the generator and a direct cur
rent delivered to the appliance. But this direct current� 
is only in impulses in one direction. It as tho one half 
of the alternating current cycle were chopped off, allow
ing the positive half tc flow in the external circuit. 

!n the diagram on the next sheet using two tubes, one tube 
takes the first half of the cycle and the second tube take 
the sec half of the cycle creating an effect of revers 
ing the direction of the second half of the cycle thus · 

making both halves of t cycle flow in the same directio 
This is called full wave :rectif i.oation. 
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ANSWER #6. Continued. 

1 · '5:z::nre rectification. 

.,fc. t..f 4'bS 
+ J)c_ ��==-

"UEBTIC!T #7. Explain how tubes ar'" 
left in them. 

.: a :, .. c: effect of gas 

ANSWER 

;'(-,.._,' 

,7·7. Tubes are evacnu:cted as .mJch as. possible just prior to 
sealing them. by applying a suction pump which pumps out 
all of the air that it possibly can. Incorporated in the 
construction of he tube is a small piece of metal called 
a getter which acts like a sponge and absorbs any gas 
left in the tube by the suction pump. Vacuum tubes which 
employ a high plate voltage must be as nearly evacuated of 
gas as is possible, because the speed of the electr�ns 
would be so great that collision with the atoms of gas 
would produce heat that would burn t he filament. Soft 
tubes, or tubes in which some gas is teft are SQ,mtimes 
used where a low plate voltage is used, because the atoms 
of gas actually help the flow of electron flow, but the 
disadvantage is the heat created which gives the filament 
a shorter life. 

�UESTION #=8. Explain the function of the third electrode (Grid) . 

ANSWER #8. In a three electrode vacuu.:n tube there is an additional 
electrode called d which is interposed between the 
plate and the fi • As i name indicates the grid is 

:rily in the: :form of a m::sh or network of wires throu 
stream of e lectro11s f lows to the plate. Th� �rid 

acts as a sort of screen around t,he filament and p re vents 
t.he full :force of t;he positive pl ate voltage from being 
exerted upon the electrons which are being emitted from 
the filament. If t he grid is connected to the filament so 
as to bring it to the same poten.tial it will itself exelil.'t 
no f orce and hence the total force at the filament will 
be less under these circumstances than if the grid were 
renwved. It was shown l1e:fore in the case of the two elec
trode vacuum tubes that when the electron flow to the pls t 
is less that oorrespondi to the total emission from 
the :filament to t'he plate depends the 
electric rce which is acting near the filament; that is; 

current ls limited by space rge. Under these condi-
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• Continued. 

tions, d will , it is at fila-
pot in a lower va lu·e the pla cur::rer 

t n would flow if t g were a • Suppose now 
a "batter usua lly ca l led t 0 Battery l� rted i:n t 

L:1;::: fi a d, by .means of ch 
c:r t r�3s t 

by acy volta d is made 
sitive, i attractive 
t e lec t ro�s near and � ter 

leave and rt ac ro s s  tube. 
In fact, curre:at flow i 11 increase il the space 
charge effecrt neutralizes not only force of the 
plate but also hat of gri d . Very :nearly all of the 
electron current will flow through the spaces between the 
grid wires and go to plate :30 t,rJ.St as a result of a 
positive voltage O!l the grid, the pla current will in-
crease. A l':.Jegative voltage on grid will pro duce the 
opposite effect, for then t force exerted by the grid 
will oppose that of t�he plate and the plate current will 
be re duced , In fact, the grid v olt age can :C'eadily b�s made 
nega ive enough to stop c�ompletely the curre:n.t flow thru 

tube. It is evident therefore that the grid acts as 
a control over the current flow to the plate in that, by 
variation the voltage of the grid, the current to the 
plate can be increased or decreased at will. The electrons 
pass through the grid to the plate and unless the grid 
voltage i.s made quite positive, very few hit the grid 

ires. The current ,�o the grid, is, therefore � pract ica lly 
zero an.d only a feeb l e  eurrent flows from the C battery-; 
so that very little power is required to :regulate the 
voltage of the grid. 

:.UESTION #9. What is meant by space charge and w hat is its effect? 

ANSWER • All of the emitted electron::: do not flow over to the 'Dlate 
except when the pl ate ·voltage becomes high. The elect:rnl 
flow to the plate st art s because the plate is positive and 
and attracts the electrons away from t he immediate vicini
ty of the filament. When the current i s  flowing� however, 
there will be electrons which are in motion over to the 
plate and which will, after a fashion, fill up the space 
between filament and plate. These electrons are negatively 
charged and therefore tend to repel those electrons which 
are about to start over to the plate. Thus the force exer 
ed by the electrons in the space 'between the filame nt and 
p late tends to :neutra lize the force exerted by the plate. 
In fact , there will be B·n imaginary surface su.rrounding 
the filament at a carts in distance away and at this sur
face the force of the plate will be completely neutralize 
The force in the region between this imaginary surface and 
the surface of t.he filament will be such as to draw the 
emitted electrons "back to t filament . while on the other 
side of the surface the force will be such as to pull the 
electrons over toward t;he plate . Any electrons which are 
emitted with sufficient velocity to overcome the opposing 
force exerted in the regi on near the fila ment, ond hl3nce 
to pass imaginary Sltrface� will flow over to the nlate 
under the influence of the aiding force on the other side

,, 
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#9. Continued. 

Those elect�rons '>Vhich have 11ot su.fficient vel o c ity to 
reach the ce of zero will be pulled bsck into 
the filament again. Thus the l ocat i on of-this ginary 
surface of zerc force determines t pe rce ntage the 
electrons ch flo·n ove r to t p e., 'l'he neare r the 
su.rft:�e lies to f,he 13urf,:lce r:t, the greater 

r of electro�s which can t by and hence the 
greater w ill plate current. The locati on of this 
surfac�e depends the plate volta the .11umbe r of 
electro�e wh ich are in motion to the plate or the space 
charge. An increase i:n the plate vo 1 tage te:r1ds tc move 

surface of zero force Learer the fi la ment , while an 
increase in the plate current has the effect of moving th 
surface away from the filament. When the voltage of tht� 
plate is negative with respe ct to the filament t su rfac 
coinc ides with the glass wall of the tube; as the voltage 
becomes increas ingly pos i t i ve� the surface shrinks toward 
the filament and an increasing number of e lec trons flow 
to the plate. the plate voltage reaches a high posi
tive value, the surface c o incide s with the surface of the 
filament all cf the em itted electro ns flow to the 
plate. In general� the plat e current car�ot exceed this 
value� wh ich i s  called the s ataration current, ex cer:.ting 
for t;he possibility at very high voltages of actually 
pulling electrons out of tih.e filament and hence increasin 
the effective emi ss i on from the fi lament . 

:;'UESTION #11., Draw an EG-IG curve and explain. 

ANSWER ffll. See Curve 11 in back of weeks work. This curve shows the 
the current which flows to grid for d ifferent values 

of grid vo ltage. �Pra ically no curre nt flows to th e grid 
hen it is nega t ive, but it c ommences to flow more and 

more as the gri d  becomes pos i tive, because some of the 
electrons, wh i ch are en their way to the plate� are at
tracted to the gri de �'he currents to ·the gr i d  are very 
SU'.all compared to the currents in the plate c ircuit; the 
grid currents are measured in m i croamperes, or millionths 
of an ampere, while the plate currents are measured in 
milliamperes� or thousandths of an ampere. The grid c ur
rent is of importance in the action of the vacuum tubes 
as a detector when a grid condenser and grid leak are 
used, and also is of some importance in connection with 
ampl i f iers. 

�UESTION #10. Draw an EP-IP characterist ic curve and explain. 

ANSWER #10. See Curve �2 in back of weeks work. In th is curve is 
shown in sol id line the characteristic curve of a two
electrode tubes, show i:n.g the variati-::m of curre:nt with 
B battery voltage . The fl at part of the curve, CD, repre 
sents the max imum current that c an flow through the tube. 
The current can not go higher , because all the electrons 
emitted by the filament flow to the plate as fa st as 
they are emitted. For lower plate voltages the c urrent i s  
less; and� since the number of electrons emi tt ed by the 
filament is w1changed, it follows that only a portion of 
the emi��ed ��ectrons are .fl\)Wing ac;oss to the plate.The,� reason ... or tn1.s was expla.1.n 1.n quest1.on number nine under 
explana�!_on of space cha:r.Le._l:f. the t.emn�.,...a�n'BA 
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ANSWER #10. Continued. 
of the filament is increased, the rising portion of the 
curve is very nearly unchanged. The curve w ill, however, 
rise to a higher value before flattening out, as shown 
by t:he dotted line. This higher value corresponds to the 
increased emission of electrons from the filament. 

0.UESTION #12. Draw an IP-EG curve and explain. 

ANSWER �#:12. See Curve 7f3 in back of weeks work. The control which t;h 
grid exerts on the plate curre:n.t is sh.own by the charac
teristic curve representing the relation between plate 
current and grid voltage. The curve shown is for a type 
of tungsten filament receiving tube with a plate current 
of 60 volts and a filament current of 0.65 ampere. The 
current which heats the filament also produces a drop in 
potential along the filament so that when one speaks o:f 
the grid or plate l1e ing so many volts positive with 
respect to the filament, a particular point on the fila
ment must be specified. Usually it is customary to take 
the terminal of the filament which is connected to the 
negative terminal of t.he fils:roont battery as the point o 

zero potential, and the grid and plate voltages are then 
measured. relative to this point. Thus in the accompany
ing curve the grid and plate voltages are measured rela
tive to the negative filament terminal. 'i!he grid is at 
zero voltage when it is connected to the negative fila
ment without any u battery. This curve is of main impor-
tance in explaining how the vacuum tube operates. 

�UESTION #13. By the use of the IP-EG characteristic curve, explain 
how a vacuum tube may be used as an amplifier or a detec 
tor (Curves of plate current must accompany explanation) 

AHSWER i�l3. As an amplifier. Assume that the vacuum tube, for which 
the grid voltage-plate current curve is given in Curve 
�3. is operated under the conditions of plate voltage 
and filament current there stated. Suppose that no grid 
battery is used so that the grid voltage is zero. The 
opersting conditions of the vacuum tube will then corres ... 
pond to the point marked A on the curve and the plate 
current will be about 0.7 ma. If, now, an alternating 
voltage is impressed upon the grid so that its voltage 
varies above ar.d below the steady value. t,hen, as the 
grid voltage varies up and down� the plate current will 
similarly rise and fall. In Curve :jf4a (In back of weeks 
work) it shows the assumed variation in the grid voltage 
which is taken to have an arnpli tude which carries the 
grid up to Plus 2 volts and down to Minus 2 volts. From 
Curve #3 it is seen that for Plus 2 volts the plate cur
rent will be a little over 1.0 ma� and for Minus 2 volta 
will be ab out 0.3 rna. Hence the plate current will vary 
about as shown in curve 4b. The plate current curve is 
of the same form as the voltage curve • because the regioiJ 
of the variation was taken over a p art of the character
istic that was nearly straight. A slight variation in 
grtd voltage will produce the same variation in the plate 
current but the plate current will be about ten or twentli 
t �mes the va��� _ the grid curre!lt. 

. the input powe� w�ll be ampl�J.�ea. ten or twenty t:tmes 1ts original vslu�! 
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ANSWER #13. Continued. 

As a detector. !:Tow let t�he grid battery be such as to 
malr.e the grid ':1:: volts negat ive . correspond the the 

int B of Curve 113. Then , ·with the same a lt erll.a ting vel 
tage as before impressed upon the grid. the grid vo ltage 

11 va ry between Minus 2 and Minus 6 vo 1 ts. The :plate 
current for Minus 4 volt s grid voltage is about 0.1 ma, 

but the decrease to Minus 6 volts will produce only a 
slight re ducti on plate current below the value fo 
Minus 4 volts because o:f the 1;end in the curve. rche vari 
tion ��he plate m:tr:rer;t in t:bis C<'fl9e wi 11 a curve 

a;:;: that shown in Curve #4c which is quite distorted 
in form from that ;;f the grid ·voltage. The distortion 
results r he reason that the variation takes place 
a bending portion of the curve. Because of the distorted 
form of the wave in Curve 4a it is evident that the 
average value of current is gre a te r when the alter-
nating voltage is applied than it would 1Je if no such 
voltage ecNere acting o:n the tube., Since cU rect current 
instruments respond to the average value of t.he c·urrent 
flowing through them � a direc t current ammeter in the 
plate circuit of the vacu1.UI! tube , r the cont�itions 
assu�ed for Curve 4a and 4b would show no change in rea 
ing vJhen the a lternating voitage is applied to the vacmm 
tube; it would, h<.;wever, s:l!!l.ow an increased reading 1mder 
t,he conditions of figure in Curve 4c upon the applicatio 
of the a ernat voltage. This change in average value 
of the current is of vital import ance in the operat ion 
of t vacuum tube as a de·tector. 

:-;:UESTION #14. Explain how input conductance m ay be found from charac
te ristic curve. 

ANSWER 

·" 

#14. It is t Ghm's law hold s good for parts of AC 
circuits where the current is in phase with the emf. So 
to fi nd the conductance, which is the reciprocal of resis 
tanae, we merely divide the current through t hat ciroo.it 
by the vol·tage across that circuit. The input conductance 
is the grid conductance and can be f ound from the EG-IG 
curve by drawing a tange:nt from portion of the curve be 
used. The AO will be undistorted and proportional to the 
applied voltage if the curve is straight. The curve will 
be s traight if only a li mited portion of the curve is 
utilized. This tangent to the curve near ly coincid es 
with the curve in a limited region around the point of 
tangency. If an alternating voltage is superimposed upon 
the steady voltage sating in the grid circuit, the total 
voltage will vary a cer·tain amount in one d irection and 
an equal amount on the other side. Correspondingly the 
current will increase by a n  amount equal to the opposite 
side of a triangle formed by drawing the tangent, and 
then decrease by an equal amount. The amplitude of the 
voltage is given by the adjacent side of the triangle and 
the amplit ude of the current by the opposite side. The 
conductance g is given by Imax d ivided by Emax. that is, 
t he ration of the maximum current to maximum emf. There
fore Conductance equals opposite side divided by adjacent 
side equals Tan e equa ls slope of the tangent to the cu::t<W 
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::UESTION #15. Why should input conductance of an amplifier tube be 
small? 

ANSWER #15 • .  The input power to the vacuum tube, or the power which 
the tube takes from the circuit connected to the input 
vacuum tube, depends upon the alternating grid current. 
In ge:neral, is desirable to reduce this power as much 
as possible in order to increase the efficiency of the 
vE��::n1um tube as an amplifier. Since the input power to 
the vacuum tube is dependent upon the product of the 
input voltage and input current, it is desirable, in 
order to make this input power very small, to r.nake the 
grid conductance (input conductance) very small, by 
adjusting the steady voltage of the grid to be near zero 
or even somewhat negative. 

QUESTION #16. �xplain by use of characteristic curve how mutual conduc 
tance may be found. 

ANSWER !flti. The mutual conductance is obtained from ·the EG-IP curve. 
The slope of this curve at any point glves what is call
ed the mutual conductance of t he tube and is a measure 
of the al rooting current which flows in the plate cir
cuit of the tube for a given applied voltage on the grid 
provided there is no appreciable resistance or reactance 
in the plate circuit of the tube external to it. 

�:U�STION #17. '•Vhat is meant by amplification constant of tubes and 
how is it determined? 

ANSWEH. #17 The amplification constant of vacuum tubes is a factor 
which determines the amount of voltage flowing in the 
plate circuit for any load and from which ca� be found 
the current flowing in the plate circuit. This amplifi
cation is found by using both the EG-IP and the .EP-IP 
curves and after several transpositions of several for
mulae the formula for amplification constant boils down 
to the mutual c�nductance divided by the plate conductanc 

rUESTION #18. �plain how external plate resistance effects the opera
tion of a vacuum tube used as an amplifier (Sketch and 
equations.). 

AN.SWER #18. In .the case of a pur·� resi a:nce in the external circuit 
the alternating current the plate circuit is exactly in 
phase with both the grid voltage and the plate v oltage and 
the formula for finding the resultant plate current is: 

I = 
p 

!JU X H;"' 
q ,..., 

.C\p plus H 

Sketch of pure resistance in external circuit: 
!? 

Rp �lt 
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ANSWER #18. Continued. 

In the case of any impedance whatsoever in the external 
circuit, t.he magnitud.e and phase of the plate current 
can be calculated just as simply as in the case of crdin 
a.ry simple a circuits. It is necessary only to assume 
that the emf x Eg is acting in a circuit which has in 
series resistr""ce Rp a rted impedance. In 
i·,he case of induc:tance only t;he circuit, t:he :formulae 
are: 

Vihere: 

• / (Rp p1u_s_1if1: plus { wL} 2 

I .. , '·� 
·p ·-

.;,:U X 

1,� lus :::l) ;.;:. ·c -( wL-\. -2 frt.P .L • ' 

II -
.. ., 1.. -

;� ;. impedance ohms. 
: plate resistance Cint0rnal] 

1.� = :pl�te ro istance (external} 
W : 2pi .X F 

Ip : plate current 
= a lif ication constant. 
:� erid voltage. 
� "hose le in degrees. 

:::>ketch simple Ac circuit, equivalent of the Plate 
circuit with impedance in series£ 

v 
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�UESTION #19. Explain and show by sketch how regenerative amplifL:a
tion is accomplished. 

#19. It is aible to increase very decidedly 1ifica
known tion obt.a ined by a le vacnurn tube by t is 

as regeneration�' low is sketch of clrauit. Th·9 c il 
is called tickler ck i 1. 

ows: lt:l'rnati 
in t gives se 

5"s Elt ied �:. d end 
' 

�< ?he vol 'Ti'� the 
vaeuum t cau::"!es a:n l.:ilts current to flow the 

te ci::O:!liit. current flow:: through coil k1 :_; 

reason 1 th I., · ��mf ,,_coil 
wLth oper cuup 11 nearly 

ith will add to ·� original .. 1'he addition 
of this alta leads to an current in 

LC circuit al o to a in the vo3tage 
lied t;) t vac1.mm tube. l ike-

increased a a still lar c.::�: thru 
LC uircult. This cycle is re ted over and 

uaus11y :s :�hort titte a s condition is 
reacx1ee1 in ich r::uch larger cmrrents ViJJ..ta e are 

all parts c:� the cirm:it t:; d pre:J�:r; .. 
if feed-back featln•e were ahse:nt. This stable c ondi-
tion l reached if emf fed back is ss than the 
original emf. The final emf and \1iiith it currentc' and 
voltages in all rtions of t circuit will 1::re doubled. 

Sketch :if eire ui t: 

_k 
M 

£ 
8 

L. 

( �:UESTION #20. What limits the amplitude of regenerative amplification? 

.ANSWER f/:20., The limit of amplitude of regene1·ative amplification is 
the point where the vacuum tube starts to oscillate.This 
point is reached by varying the coupling between the two 
coils so that the emf keeps building up until the tube 
self-generates oscillations. Theoretically, the ai!!plifi
cation becomes higher and higher without limit as the 
oscillation point ls approached 'but practically after a 
certain degree of amplification is obtained the adjust
ments come so critics 1 that any s light disturbance euc'b 
as static or variation in battery voltage • will start the� 
vacuum tube oscillating. 

· 
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QUESTION #21. Explain the grid method of detection. 

ANSWER /f21. Detection with a three electrode vacuum tube with grid 
condenser �nd grid leak resistance, is called the grid 
method of detection. The alternating current picked up 

antenna is impressed on grid .. When a train of 
oscillations omes , t-he g:rid voltage will swing p.osi
tive and negative; on the positive swing the grid ourren 

ill increase considerabley, whi he uegative 8\¥ 

he redn.ction grid current 11 �llight .. In effect, 
the avera id curre 1.01ill increase du1·ing t.he oscil-
lations. plate current ill follow all c s in 

ld voltage, so wave form he plate 
will re2 1<3 grid vel t:a curve. The radio-

'':;t�ency ion of the p la te current oscillations will 
flo·�, through t"� lephone condenser, but, c:orresponding 
to the c:recse in t'he ave ·value of he grid voltage 

curre through the telephones will be reduced dur-
ing each wave train chw a note he telephones o 

;�he same pitch ae the wave tra frequency. In the case 

of detection with d condenser and grid leak there is 
a reduction i:::t telephone cnrre rir1g t wsrve trail1, 

ch results frcm curvntu1:"� of d current 
characteristic* The grid condenser is placed between the 
grid o:r1d the coil so U1at n.o charge can go from the grid 
to th.e filament and t;he ante:cna. The grid leak is con
:nected hetl'lleen th'� grid and the filame:nt so t.h.at the 
c;;barge will not pile UJ:.' 011 t; grid s:nd mak.e its action 
erratic. This leak allows the grid to clear itself be
tween oscillations anct be ready to respond to the change 

voltage acrose the inductance coil. 
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